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This work contains an experimental and theoretical study of the dynamic structure factor at large momentum
transfer |Q| ∼ 4 A˚−1 of the strongly correlated transition-metal oxide V2O3. We focus in particular on the
transitions between d states that give rise to the spectra below 6 eV. We show that the main peak in this energy
range is mainly due to t2g → eσg transitions, and that it carries a signature of the phase transition between the
paramagnetic insulator and the paramagnetic metal that can already be understood from the joint density of states
calculated at the level of the static local density approximation. Instead, in order to obtain theoretical spectra
that are overall similar to the measured ones, we have to go beyond the static approximation and include at least
crystal local field effects. The latter turn out to be crucial in order to eliminate a spurious peak and hence allow a
safe comparison between theory and experiment, including an analysis of the strong anisotropy of the spectra.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The spectroscopy of correlated materials poses continuous
challenge to both experimentalists and theoreticians. On one
side, correlation goes hand in hand with a strong dependence
of materials’ properties on parameters such as pressure,
temperature, or doping. This can lead to multiple minima in a
potential energy surface, phase transitions, and the formation
of domains, which can make well-defined experiments difficult
and question the reliability of calculations. At the same time,
this sensibility constitutes promise for applications where a
big response of materials to a small perturbation is desired,
such as for intelligent windows or sensors. Metal-insulator
transitions are therefore one of the topics at the heart of current
condensed matter research.1,2 In view of this challenge, a
combined experimental and theoretical effort seems to be a
promising strategy in order to add a piece of clarification to
the puzzle of open questions.
Vanadium sesquioxide V2O3 is a prototypical correlated
material, in which temperature, Cr doping, or pressure induce
a metal-insulator transition3 (MIT) between a paramagnetic
metal (PM) and a paramagnetic insulator (PI) phase. The
PM and PI phases share the same rhombohedral (corundum)
crystal structure (which is expanded in the PI phase upon
Cr doping). At low temperature, a monoclinic antiferromag-
netic insulator is also formed. For a long time, V2O3 has
been described in terms of a single-band Hubbard model.4
However, it is now well recognized that this model is
a considerable oversimplification of the complexity of its
electronic structure. For instance, an admixture of distinct V
3d components (differently hybridized with O 2p states) close
to the Fermi level has been evidenced by x-ray-absorption
(XAS) measurements.5 Moreover, contrary to the common
assumption, recently it has been shown that the transition to
the metallic phase under pressure is different from the one
obtained by changing temperature or underdoping.6–8 The
combination of photoemission spectroscopy (PES) and many-
body calculations (see, e.g., Refs. 9–13) has much contributed
to elucidate the valence electronic properties across the phase
diagram, and to discriminate between the bulk and the surface
contributions.14,15 However, PES is intrinsically limited to
occupied states and, for example, cannot clarify the evolution
across the MIT of the whole V 3d manifold which is spread
across the Fermi level (or the band gap in the PI phase).
The aim of this work is to focus on the excitations within the
3d bands in transition-metal oxides, at the example of V2O3.
These weak low-energy excitations are dipole forbidden unless
the bands are hybridized, and are therefore not accessible with
optical experiments. Instead, they can be studied with inelastic
x-ray scattering (IXS), which in its resonant (RIXS) and
nonresonant (NIXS) versions is a powerful probe for electronic
excitations in condensed matter. Here we concentrate on
NIXS. It gives access to the dynamic structure factor S(Q,ω).
Through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem this quantity is
proportional to the imaginary part of the Fourier transform
of the density-density response function. This allows one to
express S as
S(Q,ω) = − h¯
2Q2
4π2e2n
Im
1
M (Q,ω) , (1)
where Q is the transferred momentum,n is the average electron
density, and
M (Q,ω) = 1
−1(Q,Q,ω) (2)
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is inversely proportional to a diagonal element of the inverse di-
electric matrix.16 For vanishing Q, (2) yields the macroscopic
dielectric function that determines optical spectra. For finite
Q the dynamic structure factor (1) contains the longitudinal
linear response of the system to an external potential. It gives
hence access to collective excitation such as plasmons, and
screened electron-hole excitations.
The collective nature of the excitations, or, expressed in
terms of mathematics, the mixing of many independent-
particle transitions that contribute to a given observed structure
in the spectrum, makes the interpretation of experiments
complicated. This mixing of transitions has a twofold origin.
First,  is a matrix in reciprocal space, but even in a diagonal
approximation the combination of (1) and (2) contains an
inversion, which is responsible for the creation of the plas-
monic structures in the spectrum. Plasmon excitations in fact
are related to zeros of Re M , which can be hence identified
as peaks of −Im 1/M . Second, when the matrix nature of
 with its off-diagonal elements is fully taken into account,
an additional mixing occurs through the matrix inversion. The
off-diagonal elements reflect the inhomogeneity of the system;
in other words, they are responsible for the crystal local field
effects (LFE). These effects are often important for large Q.
IXS experiments performed at large momentum transfer are
hence a route of choice to access the d-d transitions, and at the
same time theoretical support is highly desirable in order to
interpret the measured structures. Here we concentrate on IXS
spectra of V2O3 with significantly large momentum transfer
of ∼4 A˚−1, for both the insulating and the metallic phase. The
signature of d-d transitions in the dynamical structure factor of
transition metals and their oxides has already been investigated
in previous studies in the literature.17–22 Important insight was
obtained, in particular concerning the weight of the LFE18,23,24
and the observation of strongly bound excitons.19,20 However,
a reliable theoretical description of the observations turned out
to be very difficult, because a theoretical framework seems to
be still missing that is at the same time efficient enough to deal
ab initio with this class of materials, and that is able to treat
many-body effects on a sufficiently high and consistent level
to be applicable to strongly correlated materials.
Indeed, today the most prominent approach to study
correlated oxides is dynamical mean field theory (DMFT).25
Although based on a model Hamiltonian and therefore depen-
dent on some choices (localized orbitals, effective interaction),
it has proven its success in describing and predicting properties
based on the one-particle Green’s function G, in particular
photoemission spectra. It is probably the only method today
that obtains a metal-insulator transition in paramagnetic
V2O3,9–12 all other approaches such as the prominent GW
approximation26 of many-body perturbation theory yielding
always a metal. However, IXS requires in principle the
calculation of a two-particle Green’s function G2, which
contains at least an electron and a hole. These two particles
are not independent but subject to an effective interaction due
to the induced potentials that are self-consistently created by
the excitation. There are a few DMFT calculations for optical
properties that are based on G2, but usually the electron-hole
interaction is completely neglected and absorption is simply
calculated from the product GG,4,27 neglecting the electron-
hole attraction and also the LFE. In a metal this may be
justified because of screening, but the approximation becomes
problematic in the insulating phase. Recent attempts exist to
include vertex corrections in optical spectra within DMFT,28
but to our knowledge the methods have not been applied to
complex materials such as V2O3, and they have not been tested
for finite momentum transfer.
Methods that have been developed for weakly correlated
systems such as many-body perturbation theory29 or time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)30 do at first
sight not seem to be appropriate to describe materials such as
V2O3, but they have the advantage that research concerning
neutral excitations is already in an advanced stage—e.g., with
many developments concerning the description of excitonic
effects.31 Also the importance of the LFE, in particular in
transition-metal oxides with their localized d states, could be
shown by these calculations.18,23,24 It is therefore worthwhile
to investigate more in detail to which extent calculations
along these lines, that are rather efficient and moreover
parameter-free, are able to give insight concerning IXS spectra
of transition-metal oxides at large momentum transfer.
In this work we present IXS measurements of the dynamic
structure factor in a range of large momentum transfer, and
compare to theoretical results. In particular we show that
already at the level of the random phase approximation
(RPA) based on TDDFT a fair description of the observed
d-d transitions in the IXS spectra of V2O3 can be obtained.
LFE turn out to be the key ingredient to obtain a level of
agreement between theory and experiment that is sufficient
to interpret the results, understand the main spectral features
of the metal-insulator transition, and predict features such as
the effects of anisotropy. The surprising success of the RPA
is due to a cancellation of many-body effects in the one- and
two-particle Green’s function that is not fortuitous but inherent
in the theory.
After the presentation of experiments in Sec. II, we give a
short introduction to the theoretical framework in Sec. III,
where we also predict cancellation effects. Section IV is
devoted to the presentation of the results, with a theoretical
analysis of the measured spectra and a prediction for different
directions of the momentum transfer. Finally, we conclude in
Sec. V.
II. EXPERIMENT
The IXS measurements were carried out at 30-ID-XOR
beamline, Advanced Photon Source, on the MERIX spec-
trometer working at 8.990 keV.32 To optimize the resolving
power, the spectrometer was operated in the microdispersive
geometry33 combining a spherically bent diced Ge(337) ana-
lyzer at near backscattering condition and a position-sensitive
strip detector; the incident energy bandwidth was adequately
reduced using a Si(004) high-resolution monochromator. The
total resolution was estimated around 120 meV. The IXS
spectra were recorded in a single crystal of 1.1%-Cr-doped
V2O3 in both paramagnetic metallic (PM) and paramagnetic
insulating (PI). The sample was oriented with the c axis along
the scattering vector Q in the vertical plane and the a axis
parallel to the incident polarization. The PM-PI transition
was induced by temperature change from 300 to 100 K.
The energy-loss spectra were obtained around the reciprocal
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lattice vector (0,0,9), corresponding to a momentum transfer of
Q = 4.06 A˚−1. The IXS signal intensity was found to diminish
significantly at lower Q, while showing strong anisotropy: No
IXS features were observed either with Q along the a axis
in vertical scattering or in the horizontal scattering geometry
(Q ‖ a or c, in the horizontal plane).
III. THEORY
A. Theoretical approaches to the description of the dynamic
structure factor
The dynamic structure factor contains the neutral excita-
tions of the system. It is proportional to the imaginary part
of the density-density response function χ , since (1) can be
written as
S(Q,ω) = − h¯
2
πe2n
Imχ (Q,ω). (3)
Therefore it can be described alternatively as the linear
response of the density to an external longitudinal perturbation,
via time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT), or as a
particular contraction of the two-particle correlation function,
which can be obtained from the Bethe-Salpeter equation
(BSE).29
In the former case, one works entirely with Kohn-Sham
quantities. The linear response function χ is defined as the
variation of the density with respect to the external potential,
χ (1,2) = δn(1)
δVext(2) |equilibrium
, (4)
but TDDFT gives direct access to the dependence of the density
on the total Kohn-Sham potential VKS ,
χKS(1,2) = δn(1)
δVKS(2) |equilibrium
. (5)
Here numbers represent space, spin, and time indices; e.g.,
1 = (r1,σ1,t1). The connection between the two quantities can
be derived by inserting in Eq. (4) a functional derivative with
respect to the density using the chain rule; this yields34,35
χ (1,2) = χKS(1,2) + χKS(1,¯3)
[
vc(¯3,¯4) + fxc(¯3,¯4)
]
χ (¯4,2),
(6)
where (repeated indices are integrated over)
fxc(3,4) = δVxc(3)
δn(4) (7)
is the so-called exchange-correlation kernel and the contribu-
tion vc, the Coulomb potential, stems from the variation of the
Hartree potential. Fourier transform from time to frequency
space leads to (space arguments are omitted for simplicity)
χ (ω) = χKS(ω) + χKS(ω) [vc + fxc(ω)] χ (ω). (8)
The complexity of the interacting problem is hidden in the
exchange-correlation potential and kernel.
Bethe-Salpeter calculations focus on the two-particle cor-
relation function L, which is obtained from
L(1,2,1′,2′) = L0(1,2,1′,2′)
+L0(1,¯3′,1′,¯3)(¯3,¯2,¯3′,¯2′)L(¯2′,2,¯2,2′), (9)
with
(¯3,¯2,¯3′,¯2′) = −iδ(¯3¯3′)δ(¯2′,¯2)vc(¯3¯2) + δ	xc(
¯3,¯3′)
δG(¯2′,¯2) . (10)
Here G is the fully interacting one-body Green’s function and
L0(1,2,1′,2′) = G(1,2′)G(2,1′) (11)
is the result for the independent propagation of two dressed
particles. The density-density response function is then ob-
tained from χ (1,2) = L(1,2,1,2).
Note that the Kohn-Sham response χKS(1,2) can be
expressed as
χKS(1,2) = LKS0 (1,2,1,2) ≡ GKS(1,2)GKS(2,1), (12)
which is not the contraction of L0 in Eq. (11), that is instead
built with dressed Green’s functionsG. The kernel contribution
vc in Eqs. (8) and (10) has the same origin in both approaches
(namely, the density variation of the Hartree potential), and
it plays the same role (i.e., its long-range contribution creates
plasmons, and the microscopic parts are responsible for crystal
local field effects). The derivative of the self-energy 	xc in the
Bethe-Salpeter equation contains the electron-hole attraction.
In the case of TDDFT, the exchange-correlation kernel fxc
implicitly simulates the global effect of the difference between
L0 and LKS0 and the derivative of 	xc.
B. RPA or beyond?
When fxc is neglected in the TDDFT linear response Dyson
equation (8) one obtains the random phase approximation
(RPA).43 One may suspect this to be a very rough approxima-
tion; however, it may be justified in cases where the self-energy
corrections to the Kohn-Sham band structure and the effects of
the electron-hole attraction cancel each other to a large extent.
Indeed, whereas it is obvious that both contributions can be
neglected when they are small, one should not forget that they
can also be neglected when they cancel each other, even when
they are very strong. This cancellation has not been explored
very much, and it is one of the main points of the present work.
Let us therefore recall some facts.
First, take the case of the excitation of one single electron.
There are of course no exchange or correlation effects in the
optical spectrum of such a system. However, as has been
discussed in detail in Ref. 29, a Bethe-Salpeter calculation
of the problem would require a true many-body calculation,
because via L0, and hence G, it contains the addition of
a second electron as an intermediate step. Thanks to the
Coulomb repulsion, in a potential that localizes the electrons
significantly one would find a quite large quasiparticle (i.e.,
electron addition and removal) gap when Hartree and self-
energy effects are included, and a much smaller optical
gap, that corresponds to the independent-particle one, due
to the “excitonic effects” that in this example perfectly
cancel the former contributions. A TDDFT calculation of the
same problem also shows cancellations (between Hartree and
exchange potential, and between vc and fxc in the kernel),
but the contributions are smaller because there is no electron
addition. Indeed, in this case χKS is already equal to the exact
solution. Besides these quantitative considerations, one should
also keep in mind the qualitative complications that one may
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encounter when choosing the Bethe-Salpeter way. Take the
two-site Hubbard model with one electron, simulating the H+2
molecule. This system is “strongly correlated”: In particular,
in the atomic limit electron addition will lead to a double peak
in the spectral function (the additional electron may, or may
not, meet the already present one, which leads to an energy
difference given by the repulsion U ) whereas any standard
mean field approach such as Hartree-Fock or even certain
many-body perturbation approaches such as the popular GW
approximation will find only one peak, determined by the
average U/2.36 Hence, a good Bethe-Salpeter calculation
would require a difficult description of correlation effects,
well beyond standard approximations, whereas the exact
result for the optical excitations can be obtained by a simple
noninteracting calculation.
Also note that the interpretation of the results is inherently
different when the full Bethe-Salpeter or an RPA or time-
dependent local density approximation (TDLDA) approach
are used, even though spectra might be very similar. One can
understand this looking at a static approximation to the BSE.
Then the result can be obtained by diagonalizing a two-particle
Hamiltonian in a basis of transitions between quasiparticle
states. These transitions are mixed due to the electron-hole
attraction. Again, one can see from the one-electron limit that
indeed a mixing would be found, whereas the exact result is
a sum of independent transitions. The clue is that the latter
transitions occur between noninteracting states, so that there
is no contradiction.
These considerations illustrate that the calculation of
neutral excitations of so-called correlated systems should
not necessarily be performed in the same framework as the
calculation of, e.g., photoemission, and that advanced methods
yielding a good one-particle Green’s function might fail, or at
least be worse than a lower level calculation, for the calculation
of two-particle excitations, unless a consistent kernel for
the linear response calculation is available that correctly
leads to the cancellations. In any case, such calculations
can be suspected to be much more involved than what
one would actually need, and it is certainly worthwhile to
investigate alternatives, starting from the simple random phase
approximation.
Real systems contain more than one electron and one
cannot hope to get away with a completely noninteracting
framework. However, in finite systems such as small molecules
or clusters simple approximations to TDDFT turn out to work
surprisingly well, with huge cancellations when compared to
a Bethe-Salpeter calculation. This has been observed, e.g., for
a small sodium cluster37,38 or silicon nanocrystals.39 Here the
adiabatic local density approximation (TDLDA) does a very
good job. Moreover, the effect of fxc in the TDLDA is weak,
so that even an RPA calculation leads to acceptable results,
as in many other comparable systems. Cancellations between
self-energy and excitonic effects have also been observed for
carbon nanotubes40,41 as well as on the plasmon peak position
in solids.42
Here we are interested in localized excitations that are
contained in the dynamic structure factor. The electrons that
contribute mainly to these excitations are similar to particles
in a box, or in finite systems. Indeed, as we will see later
the loss function (that typically displays plasmons) and the
imaginary part of the macroscopic dielectric function (that
features interband transitions and excitons) are very similar in
the energy range of interest, just as in a finite system.29 One can
hence expect large self-energy and electron-hole corrections,
with significant cancellations.
This hypothesis is further supported by setting up a simple
model self-energy representing the main characteristics of the
electronic structure of V2O3 that we need here. Concerning
the metallic phase, to first approximation one can remain on
an LDA level because the many-body effects are strongly
screened, and because we are not interested in satellites here.
The problem is the insulating phase, where LDA wrongly
yields a metal. DMFT calculations12 show that in the band
structure the biggest difference between the paramagnetic
metal and the paramagnetic insulator is a rigid downshift of
the occupied flat t2g bands close to the Fermi level, which
leads to the gap opening. This downshift is completely absent
in LDA calculations, whereas other features further away
from the Fermi level are correctly reproduced, in particular
the broadening of the unoccupied eσg bands, as we will see
later in more detail. This suggests the following static model
self-energy:
	xc = vxc − 

∑
v
|v〉〈v|, (13)
where 
 is a positive constant and |v〉 are occupied states.
We suppose that the densities stemming from the Kohn-Sham
potential vxc and from this self-energy are very similar so that
we can neglect the difference, which is the case in particular
when the quasiparticle and Kohn-Sham occupied states are
very similar. This model is restricted to the localized d states;
as in DMFT calculations, for now we suppose that these can
be decoupled from the other states that then merely yield a
background screening.
The above model for 	xc can now be expressed in terms of
the dressed Green’s function G:
	xc(r,r′,t,t ′)
= δ(t ′ − t+)[δ(r − r′)vxc(r) + i
G(r,r′,t,t ′)]. (14)
The exchange-correlation contribution to the kernel of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation reads then44
xc(r1,r2,t1,t2; r3,r4,t3,t4)
= δ	xc(r1,r2,t1,t2)
δG(r3,r4,t3,t4)
= δ(t2 − t+1 )
[
− iδ(r1 − r2)δ(r3 − r4)δvxc(r1,t1)
δρ(r3,t3)
δ(t3 − t4)
+i
δ(r1 − r3)δ(r2 − r4)δ(t1 − t3)δ(t2 − t4)
]
, (15)
which leads to matrix elements of the electron-hole interaction
in transition space (|c〉 are empty states)

(v′c′)
xc(vc)(t1,t2; t3,t4) = δ(t2 − t+1 )δ(t3 − t4)
[
f
(v′c′)
xc(vc)(t1,t3)
−
δ(vv′)δ(cc′)δ(t1 − t3)
]
. (16)
In other words, we have the usual (eventually dynamical)
TDDFT contribution of the local KS potential,45 plus a static
contribution that is diagonal in the transition space, and that
hence simply decreases excitation energies by the value of
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: The electron-hole contribution of the nonlocal part of the
self-energy completely cancels the self-energy shift. This is
what should happen in the case of the exact vxc and 	xc, since
then already the TDDFT two-particle equation, constructed
using KS eigenvalues, must give the exact result. However,
it also shows that an approximate TDDFT calculation will
yield good result in cases where the self-energy correction is
essentially a rigid gap opening 
 without significant change in
the density, even when the absolute value of 
 is very big. For
the case in which this approximation is the TDLDA, fxc has
usually little effect and can also be neglected, which brings
us back to the RPA. The latter still contains the Coulomb
contribution vc in the linear response Dyson equation (6) that
should a priori be taken into account; indeed, as we will see
in the following it plays a very important role in the dynamic
structure factor of V2O3.
Before coming to the results, it should be stressed that the
above-discussed cancellations are not to be considered as error
canceling. There is by definition nothing such as self-energy
corrections and electron-hole interaction in TDDFT, since no
additional charges are present in this theoretical approach,
just as they are not present in experiment. In a way, the BSE
approach can be considered as a longer way, containing a
detour, that usually makes the design of approximations easier
but calculations more complicated. In the particular case of
the d-d excitations considered here, it may well turn out that
simple approximations of TDDFT outperform approximations
of the BSE, because the detour is particularly complicated for
correlated materials. Instead, when mixed approaches are used
such as LDA + U for the band structure calculations (which
can be assimilated to an approximate calculation of L0, rather
than LKS0 ), but no electron-hole interaction kernel is taken
into account, the results are, not surprisingly, satisfactory in
energy and momentum transfer ranges where excitonic effects
are weak, but disappointing because of an inconsistency when
they are strong.19,20
IV. RESULTS
A. Signature of the PM-PI transition
The change of the electronic structure across the MIT in
V2O3 occurs prominently for the d states around the Fermi
level. Thus the MIT can be studied by searching for the
spectral structures associated with the d-d transitions and
analyzing their variation across the MIT. Experimental IXS
spectra [see Fig. 1(a) ] show a prominent tail at small energies
that is due to the elastic scattering of photons. There are
different possibilities to remove this elastic contribution from
the spectra, which would introduce a large error bar. We have
hence reported here the raw experimental data, where, besides
the elastic tail, a peak is found in both phases at 2–4 eV for
a momentum transfer Q ∼ 4.06 A˚−1 in the c direction of the
hexagonal unit cell. We focus on this peak: Its modification
bears the signature of the MIT. In the PI phase [blue diamonds
in Fig. 1(a)] the peak is located between 1.9 and 3.7 eV,
while for the PM phase [red circles in Fig. 1(a)] the same
structure is blueshifted by ∼0.3 eV and has a lower intensity.46
Our calculations,49 shown in Fig. 1(b), reproduce this peak,
though its absolute position is slightly overestimated. Most
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FIG. 1. (Color online) IXS spectra of the dynamic structure
factor S(Q,ω) ∝ −Im 1/M (Q,ω) at Q = 4.06 A˚−1 for the PI (blue
diamonds) and the PM (red circles) phases, at Q = 4.06 A˚−1.
(a) Experiment. The elastic peak has not been removed from the
spectra. (b) Results of an RPA calculation (note the extended energy
range). (c) Comparison of RPA spectra in the low-energy range with
(PI, blue diamonds, and PM, red circles) and without (PI, blue solid
line and PM, red dashed line) crystal local field effects. The main
effect of the crystal local fields is to suppress the first peak, which is
indeed absent in the experiment.
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importantly, both the blueshift and the damping when going to
the metallic phase are correctly reproduced. We also find the
prominent structure below 10 eV that was already measured
in Ref. 21 for the antiferromagnetic phase.47 In view of this
agreement, we can now use our calculations in order to analyze
the spectra and link them to the band structure of V2O3.
From the theoretical point of view, the modification of the
electronic structure across the MIT can be seen already at the
level of the joint density of states:
JDOS(q,ω) =
∑
vck
δ(ω − (εck − εvk−q)), (17)
where q belongs to the first Brillouin zone, and Q = q + G
along the c axis with G a reciprocal lattice vector. In the
DOS calculated with LDA band structure energies εnk [see
Fig. 2(a)] for both phases we find two main structures, which
are due respectively to t2g states around the Fermi energy and
to eσg states at higher energy. This leads to the JDOS with two
peaks centered at ∼1 eV and ∼3.25–3.5 eV, respectively [see
Fig. 2(b)]. From our analysis we have that t2g → t2g transitions
around the Fermi energy give rise to the first peak at 1 eV. The
second peak instead stems from t2g → eσg transitions. In the
metal this peak is shifted to higher energies and has a lower
intensity, as in the experiment. The origin of the difference
of the JDOS between the two phases can be understood from
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) LDA density of states, (b) JDOS/ω2,
and (c) imaginary part of the macroscopic dielectric function ε2
calculated in the RPA without LFE at Q = 4.06 A˚−1 for the PI (blue
diamonds) and PM (red circles) phases.
the modification of their band structure energies (see, e.g.,
Ref. 10). The t2g and eσg bandwidths are larger in the PM phase,
where the intensity of the peaks in the DOS is correspondingly
reduced. Moreover, the unoccupied eσg bands are slightly
shifted towards the Fermi energy in the PI phase. Thus, the
comparison of the LDA band structures already explains the
difference in the second JDOS peak and the variation of
the experimental results across the MIT.
However, the JDOS spectra do not compare well with
the experiment. The first peak at ∼1 eV is not present in
the experimental IXS spectra. Moreover, the second peak,
which corresponds to the structure measured in the experiment,
appears actually to be only a shoulder of a more intense peak
after 4 eV where the JDOS is strongly rising. Therefore, we
have to go beyond the description of the spectra based on the
JDOS, in order to get a better agreement with the experiment
and verify that the interpretation of spectral signatures of the
MIT remains valid.
In addition to the band structure energies, in the calculation
of the spectra a second ingredient is the consideration of
the oscillator strength matrix elements: ρkv,c(Q) = 〈v,k −
q|e−iQ·r|c,k〉. The combination of the JDOS with the matrix
elements gives the imaginary part of the dielectric function
2(Q,ω), at the level of the RPA without LFE, 2 = −vcImχKS .
The main effect of the matrix elements in 2 is to cancel the rise
of the JDOS after the second peak [see Fig. 2(c)], in agreement
with the experiment. The other features of the spectra are
similar to the JDOS results, with a small redshift of the first
peak in 2 and a small increase of the difference between the
two phases for the second peak. Indeed, the spectrum would
be suppressed at small Q where dipole selection rules apply,
but this is not the case for the large Q considered here.
The spectra of 2(Q,ω) and the calculated dynamic structure
factor S(Q,ω) are very similar. In fact, at the large momentum
transfer that we are considering here, the real part of the
dielectric function 1(Q,ω) is flat and numerically close to
1. So S(Q,ω) ∝ −Im1/M (Q,ω) 
 2(Q,ω). Therefore also
S(Q,ω) calculated without LFE has two peaks [see blue solid
and red dashed lines in Fig. 1(c) for PI and PM, respectively]
instead of one as in the experiment. Instead, when LFE are
taken into account, the first spurious peak at ∼1 eV is strongly
damped and almost suppressed [see diamonds and circles
in Fig. 1(c)], leading to a much better agreement with the
experimental spectra for both phases. Indeed, the second peak
is much less affected by the LFE, and the signature of the
MIT stemming from the JDOS remains clearly visible in the
spectra. Therefore, LFE are crucial to obtain a safe com-
parison with the experiment. This comparison confirms the
interpretation of the fingerprint of the transition based on the
JDOS.
LFE are linked to the microscopic part of the Coulomb
potential vc, i.e., to induced Hartree interactions due to
microscopic charge inhomogeneities. Therefore they play a
fundamental role in inhomogeneous and polarizable materials,
especially when the short-range spatial scale is probed in
the experiment. This is precisely what occurs in the present
case in which the measurement at a large momentum transfer
corresponds to a local probe in real space. This is the spatial
scale where the localized d states give rise to inhomogeneous
charge densities that can be polarized quite effectively. LFE
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are responsible for the strong mixing of independent d-d
transitions, with a smaller contribution also from transitions
involving O p states at higher energies. The result is a
spectrum in which each structure is a combination of several
contributions and cannot be assigned to single independent-
particle transitions.
With respect to experiment, the calculated peaks are still
too broad and their energy is slightly overestimated. The
shrinking of these peaks derives from a correction to the LDA
DOS, visible, e.g., in the t2g bandwidth reduction obtained in
DMFT.12 It is similar for the two phases, and would hence not
change our conclusions. The overall good agreement with the
experiment demonstrates that the RPA is already sufficient to
explain the main spectral features across the MIT, once the
LFE have been taken into account, although the differences
between the two phases in the position and shape of the peaks
are underestimated in the calculation. This result confirms the
expectations deriving from the model static self-energy (13)
for a cancellation between different correlation effects on the
one- and two-particle Green’s functions, as has been discussed
in Sec. III B.
The same strong cancellation effects have been found also
in the IXS spectra at large momentum transfer in NiO,19,20
supporting our conclusions for the PI phase of V2O3. Also in
that case, RPA calculations using an LDA + U band structure
are in agreement with the experiment concerning the presence
of a sharp peak due to d-d excitations.19 However, the position
of the peak in the calculated spectra is shifted by ∼5 eV to
higher energy with respect to the experiment. This difference
corresponds to the binding energy due to the electron-hole
attraction, not included in the calculation. It is of the same
order of magnitude as the value of the Hubbard U (U =
8 eV) adopted in the underlying LDA + U band structure
calculation, which was used to build the RPA response function
and obtain the spectra in NiO. The main effect of the Hubbard
U with respect to the LDA DOS in NiO is in fact a rigid opening
(with increasing U ) of the band gap between the d states that
give rise to the peak in the IXS.53 Indeed, the d-d transitions
across LDA band gap (which is ∼0.7 eV) are located much
closer to the peak measured in IXS (which starts at ∼1 eV)
than those across the LDA + U band gap.
B. Spatial anisotropy
With these considerations in mind we can now investigate
more details of the spectra. Here we are in particular interested
in the anisotropic character of V2O3. Microscopic charge
inhomogeneities in the materials can strongly vary in different
spatial directions, leading to anisotropic spectra.54 Moreover,
the anisotropy of the polarizability of these inhomogeneities
influences the LFE. Therefore spatial anisotropies in the
density response can be put into evidence by the different
behavior of the LFE for spectra calculated for momentum
transfers along different directions. In fact, LFE are enhanced
by strong spatial variations of the charge densities with respect
to their spatial average.18 On the basis of our calculations, we
predict that V2O3 shows a strong anisotropy, as we now discuss
for the PI phase (results for the PM phase are similar).
In addition to the momentum transfer Q = Qc along the
hexagonal c axis, we have calculated the dynamic structure
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Imaginary part of the macroscopic di-
electric function 2(Q,ω) = ImM (Q,ω), calculated in the PI phase
for two momentum transfers Qc = (0,0,9) (4.06 A˚−1) and Qa =
(3,0,0) (4.35 A˚−1) (symbols and lines, respectively) in the hexagonal
Brillouin zone, without local-field effects (LFE). Green diamonds and
dashed line: Only V t2g states are taken into account. Blue squares and
dot-dashed: In addition, eσg are included. Red circles and continuous:
Finally, O 2p states are added.
factor S(Q,ω) also along two other directions in the ab
plane perpendicular to the c axis: Qa = (3,0,0) and Qab =
(5/3,5/3,0) in the Brillouin zone of the hexagonal cell.
Let us first analyze which states contribute to the various
spectral features. To this end, we compare in Fig. 3 calculations
for the c and a directions, for the sake of simplicity for
2 without LFE. Then the spectrum is a simple sum over
transitions. Adding or excluding groups of transitions will
then tell us which parts of the spectra are influenced by the
corresponding states. Results in the c direction are given by
symbols, results in the a direction by lines. When only V t2g
states are taken into account (diamonds and dashed line), the
spectra show the first peak at low energy that, as we have
seen earlier for the c direction, is then partially suppressed by
LFE. When eσg states are included (squares and dot-dashed),
the peak around 3 eV, which is our main interest, appears.
Features at higher energies are due to the O 2p states (circles
and continuous line). There is a big difference between the two
directions at all energies: Moving from c to a, the intensity is
decreased by more than a factor of two at all energies. The
peak around 3 eV is particularly affected, but altogether the
spectral shape remains similar.
In Fig. 4 we compare results with and without LFE; now
the ab direction is added (whereas results for c can be found in
Fig. 1). Here results in the ab direction are given by symbols,
results in the a direction by lines. In the ab direction the
system behaves very similarly to the c direction, with a strong
suppression of the first peak and a more moderate decrease on
the second peak. Instead, in the a direction the first peak is
much less affected. The fact that LFE are much less relevant in
that case indicates that in the a direction the electronic charge
is more homogeneous than for Qab. Also LFE on the second,
weak peak are minor in the a direction. Since the intensity for
Q||a without LFE is already very small compared to the other
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Dynamic structure factor S(Q,ω) ∝
−Im 1/M (Q,ω), calculated in the PI phase for two in-plane mo-
mentum transfers Qab = (5/3,5/3,0) (4.23 A˚−1) and Qa = (3,0,0)
(4.35 A˚−1) in the hexagonal Brillouin zone. Results in the ab direction
are given by symbols (circles and squares with and without LFE,
respectively), results in the a direction by lines (continuous and
dashed lines with and without LFE, respectively). The spectral shape
is highly anisotropic once LFE are included in the calculation.
directions, this might result from a reduced polarizability of
the corresponding charge density. In any case, no significant
structure remains around 3 eV for Q||a, in agreement with
experiment. To be precise, the measured spectra (not shown)
do not exhibit any intensity in that range and direction, whereas
a small bump remains in the calculation. This might be due to
errors induced by the LDA; it is in fact known that LDA has a
tendency to underestimate anisotropies.59 Overall, our results
show that the understanding of the anisotropy in the density
response of V2O3 requires the inclusion of the LFE.23,56–58
Their importance is hence not only quantitative, but even
qualitative.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have presented experimental and theoreti-
cal results for the d-d transitions in the dynamic structure factor
of V2O3. We have discussed different theoretical approaches,
and argued that due to cancellations of many-body effects the
simple random phase approximation, on a density-functional
basis, constitutes an approach that allows one technically to
perform parameter-free calculations for the correlated oxides,
and that yields results for IXS at large momentum transfer
that are reliable enough to understand measured data and
predict trends. This is contrast to photoemission spectroscopy,
where dynamical correlation plays a prominent role in the
transfer of spectral weight across the metal-insulator transition.
This finding has a general validity, suggesting that instead of
classifying a material as “correlated” in general, one should
rather discuss specific correlation effects that may manifest
differently in the various electronic spectra of the material.
Moreover, here we have shown that crystal local field effects
are an essential ingredient in order to obtain calculated spectra
that are comparable to experimental ones. The experimental
results for V2O3 evidence the fingerprint of the paramagnetic
metal-insulator transition in the low-energy range, and our
calculations elucidate the origin of the observations. A strong
anisotropy is predicted by the calculations, and it is shown that
this effect can only be found when crystal local field effects
are taken into account.
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